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A

Beecham Dugout is situated on the lower slopes of the Passchendaele Ridge, to the
north-east of the Belgian town of Ypres (Ieper). Fears over the stability of the struc-
ture created the need for emergency archaeological investigations. The dugout is shal-
low (2 m deep) and was constructed in a basic ‘T’ shape, with accommodation for
66 men and four officers. It is cut within silty-sand levels of the Passchendaele Ridge.
The dug-out was surveyed, recorded and removed. Archival studies, coupled with
artefacts recovered, suggest that this is a dugout of German construction, but one
that had been occupied by British troops after capture of the ridge in 1917. Prior to
this discovery, the presence of German dugouts was unknown.

Introduction

The Great War of 1914–1918 was largely static: a fortress war that bears
comparison with the siege warfare prevalent centuries before. The descent
into a conflict of entrenchments and earthworks along the Western Front
developed at the end of 1914, and largely continued in a state of mutual
siege until the final breakthroughs of 1918. For almost four years, the armies
of the Western Front endured a troglodyte existence, as artillerymen vied with
engineers to weaken the line and provide opportunities for advance. Under-
standing the ground was an important task in the development of this under-
ground war, and a sophisticated science of ground engineering was deployed
in its development. The nature and practical aspects of the field fortifications
themselves have been reviewed in several papers and books (e.g. Brooks 1920;
Imperial War Museum 1997; 1998; Doyle and Bennett 1997; Doyle 1999;
Doyle et al. 2000; 2001). However, thus far, few archaeological studies have
considered the engineering conditions and construction of underground exca-
vations in Flanders, particularly within the Ypres Salient, in which the front
lines partially enclosed the Belgian town of Ypres (now Ieper) from late 1914
onwards. The purpose of this paper is to describe a systematic study of one
such dugout in the Salient, of uncertain origin.

The opportunity to undertake a comprehensive study of a mined dugout
arose in 1999 when a crownhole revealed a well-preserved dugout in front
of a farm—Beecham Farm on contemporary trench maps—between Zonnebeke
and Passchendaele. The dugout was surveyed, its structure accurately recorded,
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and the artefacts and a large percentage of the timbers rescued before reme-
dial works necessary to ensure the future integrity of the farm were carried
out (Bostyn 1999; Doyle 2001; Doyle et al. 2001; Barton et al. 2004). The
purpose of this paper is therefore to present a detailed account of the excavation
and remediation of this important relic of the underground war on the Western
Front.

The Ypres Salient, 1914–1918

The Ypres Salient was the name given to the arc of trench systems sur-
rounding the Belgian city of Ypres (Fig. 1). Today this city is known by its
Flemish name of Ieper, but to the British, French and German armies of the
Great War it was Ypres, and this convention is used in the present study.
The profile of the Salient followed an almost continuous line of low ridges
that enclosed the town on three sides. Of these, the most dominant was the
Passchendaele Ridge that lies to the north east of Ypres. The town lies
effectively in the centre of a shallow bowl, the elevated rim of which was of
immense tactical importance to the occupiers.

The Passchendaele Ridge barely rises above a height of ca. 50 m, but its
capture early in the war by German forces provided an opportunity to observe
the day-to-day activities of the Allied armies, essential in a war dominated by
artillery and the need for accurate and continuous observation. The First and
Second Battles of Ypres (October–November 1914 and April–May 1915) estab-
lished the Germans in commanding positions on all the ridges, including
Passchendaele. Following these battles they consolidated their positions by con-
structing several lines of defence-in-depth, the Flandern Stellung, which included
extensive concrete fortifications in the form of MEBU (Mannschafts Eisenbeton
Unterstande): pill boxes intended to provide mutually supporting fields of fire
(Oldham 1995). These were widespread and concentrated long before the
Third Battle of Ypres ( July–November 1917), which was a largely British
offensive intended to drive the Germans from their commanding positions
and break out into open country beyond the Salient, and thence to Zeebrugge
and Ostend. Although the final objectives of the campaign were not met, the
Passchendaele ridge was finally captured in November 1917. These positions
were later abandoned in the face of the German Kaiserschlacht offensive of
Spring 1918, but recaptured during the final ‘advance to victory’ by the Allies
in the summer of 1918. Accounts of the British operations in the Salient may
be consulted in the numerous volumes of the British Official History, Military
Operations, France and Belgium, issued mostly by HMSO between 1925 and 1947.
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Fig. 1. The Ypres Salient, showing the position of the Beecham dugout relative to the
Passchendaele Ridge
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Geological conditions of the Salient

The development of the Ypres Salient was partially influenced by its geol-
ogy, which asserts a distinct control on a relatively simple landscape, and was
to influence directly field engineering ( Johnson 1921; Doyle and Bennett 1997;
Doyle 1999; Doyle et al. 2000).

Ypres was mapped geologically at the turn of the 20th century, using a
simple division into Ypresian (Y) and Paniselian (P) deposits.1 British military
geologists also mapped the region using a scheme that classified the geology
on suitability for dugout construction,2 defined on its water-bearing charac-
teristics (e.g. Ball 1919; King 1919; Institution of Royal Engineers 1922a).
The Paniselian was of particular concern (Doyle et al. 2001). A sketch map
of the Beecham area, based on these data, is given in Fig. 2.

Dugouts in the Ypres Salient

During the Great War, the term ‘dugout’ was commonly used for a vari-
ety of shelters, including surface constructions. For the purpose of this paper,
we are restricting it to sub-surface shelters intended for habitation, developed
as a protection against shellfire. Three basic dugout types can be recognised:
shallow supported recesses (‘funk holes’) cut into the walls of the trench, giv-
ing limited protection; cut-and-cover shelters, roofed with timbers, corrugated
iron sheeting (‘elephant iron’) and sand bags, giving some protection from
indirect artillery fire (shrapnel bullets and shell fragments); and deep mined
dugouts with overhead cover which were proof against most artillery, depen-
dent upon its calibre (Brooks 1920; Doyle and Bennett 1997; Doyle 1999;
Doyle et al. 2000; Barton et al. 2004).

Deep mined dugouts, the type most desired by the troops, were intended
to withstand direct hits, and therefore needed adequate head cover, i.e. sufficient
depth of earth and other material between dugout roof and the surface to
arrest the progress and detonation of the shell at a point where the dugout
would remain undamaged (Brooks 1920; Royal Engineers 1925; Barton et al.
2004). German engineers were first to realise the potential of deep dugouts;
it was not until October 1916 that the British Army began standardisation of
design, and within two months dimensions, overall design, general size and
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1 Commission Géologique de Belgique 1897 1:40,000 Carte Géologique de Belgique, No. 81
Poperinghe-Ypres, and 1:40,000 Carte Géologique de Belgique, No. 82 Gheluvelt-Moorseele. Institut
Cartographique Militaire: Brussels. Geological Society Library.

2 Zonnebeke, 1:10,000, Sheet 28 NE1 (Geological). Ordnance Survey: Southampton, November
1917. National Archives, Kew, WO297/2470).
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arrangement of galleries, ventilation, etc had all been standardised. There
were between 8–10 model types; the Inspector of Mines, Colonel R.S.G.
Stokes, R.E., was to state that: ‘there is no reason why deep dugouts should
not be as completely and as advantageously standardised as huts’.3

Factors controlling construction and depth

Doyle et al. (2001) outlined four factors that may be considered significant
in the construction of deep dugouts, namely: water table and its fluctuation;
geotechnical characteristics of the soils, particularly with regard to wall and
roof stability; ability of the soils to prevent deep shell penetration; and the
intended use for the dugout and its position relative to the frontline.

3 Stokes, R.S.G. ‘Assistant Inspector of Mines, Visit Diary’ [1916] National Archives, Kew,
WO 158/137

Fig. 2. Sketch geological map of the Beecham Farm area based on contemporary British
military maps and boreholes, showing known dugouts
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Water table and geotechnical characteristics

In Flanders, a thick deposit (100 m) of Ypres Clay (Kortrijk Formation in mod-
ern accounts) acts as an aquiclude, leaving the overlying sands often saturated
with water percolating from ground level. Ultimately, this prevented the devel-
opment of extensive dugout galleries or mines without special revetment (King
1919; Institution of Royal Engineers 1922a). A series of special geological
maps were produced by the British, based largely on the extensive boreholes4

indicated that successful deep dugouts could only be excavated in the Ypres
Clay. This clay is relatively stiff (Verret 1980), and produces the firm ground
optimum for tunnelling, although field experience of dugout excavation demon-
strated that swelling of the clays did periodically occur away from its more
heterogeneous top, crushing and bursting supporting timbers (Institution of
Royal Engineers 1922a: 40).

Dugout depth

The greatest threat to dugouts was from howitzer shells, heavy trench mor-
tar (Minenwerfer) and heavy shells from larger artillery pieces such as land-
based naval guns. The first two weapons fired shells with a steep trajectory
which were capable of considerable ground penetration; the latter had a shal-
lower trajectory but a high velocity and was equally destructive to dugouts,
particularly when used in concentration shoots (Saunders 2000). Specifically
to destroy dugouts, shells were also fitted with delayed action fuses in order
to penetrate as deep as necessary before detonating rather than bursting on
impact with the surface. How deeply a shell could penetrate depended upon:
the angle of penetration, with high trajectory shells being the most efficient;
and the nature of the ground, reflecting the geological strata through which
a shell had to pass, and within which a shell would burst.

Table 1 outlines wartime and immediate post-war considerations of the
minimum head cover required to withstand bombardment from large calibre
shells, in a number of geological materials. At least 4.6 m of solid geology
were needed, rising to 9.1 m for softer soils. Additional protection could be
afforded by a so-called ‘burster course’ of solid or broken masonry. This had
two functions: firstly, the masonry pieces might deflect the direct trajectory
of the shell; and secondly, they may cause it to explode sooner, thus dissi-
pating the destructive effect (Royal Engineers 1925; Barton et al. 2004). Cut-
and-cover dugouts usually employed a multiple layer approach in their
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4 C. 1000 were logged in all (Institution of Royal Engineers 1922a).
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construction, a process that was also used above the more vulnerable sections
of deep dugouts: stairways, inclines and shaft heads. This approach involved
layers of earth, a brick/stone burster course, earth or rubble in sandbags, logs
and corrugated iron and heavy steel rails, a ‘distribution’ course to spread
the effect of a successfully encouraged premature detonation, and sometimes
air spaces between layers to further cushion the effects of a direct hit (Royal
Engineers 1925; Institution of Royal Engineers 1952: 260; Barton et al. 2004).

An alternative to deep dugouts was to construct strengthened surface shel-
ters. These concrete defensible posts (‘pillboxes’ or MEBU), demanded walls
and roof with a minimum thickness of 1.0–1.5 m of steel reinforced concrete
to withstand heavy howitzer fire. Although the nature of the ground at ridge
top made the Germans almost entirely reliant upon pillboxes in the Ypres
Salient, the British attitude to pillboxes was more reserved, most probably a
function of the greater opportunity for deep dugouts afforded by their position
at lower levels. In addition, a contemporary Engineer-in-Chief ’s fieldwork note
states that

The work involved in the construction of concrete dug-outs is so great in pro-
portion to the accommodation provided that, as a general rule, they should not
be attempted.5

5 Engineer-in-Chief ’s Fieldwork note number 48, Royal Engineers Library, Chatham.

Table 1. Cover/mined dugout depth, relative to soil type, to provide minimum protection
shell penetration by howitzer and mortar fire

Soil type Mining Notes Mining Notes Depth in RE Depth in IRE  
(1916) (1917) (1925) (1927)

Made earth – – 10.7 m (35 ft) –
Soft soil 5.5 m (18 ft) 6.5 m (21 ft) – 6.7 m (22 ft)
Hard soil 2.7–3.7 m (9–12 ft) 5 m (16.5 ft) – 5.2 m (17 ft)
Masonry – – – 2.1 m (7 ft)
Concrete (plain) – – – 1.5 m (5 ft)
Concrete 
(reinforced) – – – 1.0 m (3.25 ft)
Clay – – 9.1 m (30 ft) –
Gravel – – 7.6 m (25 ft) –
Chalk 2.7–3.7 m (9–12 ft) 4.6 m (15 ft) 7.6 m (25 ft) 4.6 m (15 ft)
Hard rock – – 4.6 m (15 ft) –

Sources: Mining Notes for 1916 and 1917, manuscripts in Royal Engineers Library; Royal Engineers
(1925), Chapter XIV; Institution of Royal Engineers (1927: 157).
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Intended use and position
Dugouts were categorised under two headings by the British: ‘permanent’

and ‘battle’. Permanent dugouts were built in the front and support lines, as
well as the rear of these positions, and catered largely for Battalion and
Company headquarters (HQ), together with and accommodation for platoons.
Battle dugouts were located in the rear lines with Divisional, Brigade, Battalion
and Company HQ , and dugouts to house platoons and companies. Both ‘bat-
tle’ and ‘reserve’ dugouts were used for troop accommodation, aid posts, head-
quarters, communications, hospitals and observation posts, amongst other
functions. All dugouts had separated accommodation for officers, NCOs and
other ranks, and larger examples often incorporated cookhouses, latrines and
drying rooms, with electric lighting and ventilation being installed through-
out. Excavation of dugouts increased in intensity as the war progressed and
as surface life became more untenable with the proliferation of artillery and
the use of asphyxiating gas shells. The British commenced extensive mined
dugout construction in the Salient in late 1916, and the locations of over 250
structures have been recorded to date. Initially, these were mostly constructed
near the front lines for headquarters use, but from mid-1917, after the Battle
of Messines Ridge and later following the Third Battle of Ypres, the Tunnelling
Companies, with the assistance of Field Company and Pioneer battalion per-
sonnel were re-deployed urgently to excavate a wider range of accommoda-
tion in newly captured terrain (Institution of Royal Engineers 1922b; 1952;
Barton et al. 2004). After the Third Battle of Ypres, in an interesting double
security exercise, British engineers also built dugouts beneath captured German
pillboxes.

By way of contrast, the German response had been to construct huge num-
bers of ferro-concrete surface shelters, with comparatively few dugouts. This
was a tactical move; serving both as troop accommodation and as defensive
machine gun positions, pillboxes fulfilled a dual purpose. However, the deci-
sion to rely upon pillboxes in the forward areas meant that the dugouts that
may be found in the same area today might have dated from an earlier and
quieter era in the war, when ballistic aggravation had yet to become intense.
Largely untroubled by artillery, dugouts were therefore not required to be
especially deep, many being created in the reinforced cellars of buildings.
Deep dugouts (and concrete shelters) were, however, intended to provide troops
with maximum protection from regular and prolonged artillery fire.

Archaeology of the Beecham Dugout

The Beecham dugout was discovered in 1999 when a crownhole opened
close to the external wall of a farm in the vicinity of s’Gravenstafel at the
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foot of the Passchendaele Ridge (Bostyn 1999; Doyle 2001; Barton et al. 2004).
Initial archival investigations by the team identified this as the Beecham Farm
dugout, a dugout of suspected German origins that was towards the rear of
the Flandern Stellung lines. It was clear that the present farm had not been
reconstructed on the ruins of the former buildings, but rather was built 65
m to the south, thereby placing it over the dugout itself, which had been left
untouched since the end of the Great War. On investigation, the farm was
clearly undermined, and there was internal evidence of subsidence and failure,
with subsidence directly beneath one of the main rooms. Other collapses had
occurred in 1991 and 1992.

The dugout was clearly a threat to the house and an investigation with a
view to remediation was of the highest priority for the householders, and of
urgent need for a fuller understanding of the construction and use of the
dugout, now under threat. The investigation encompassed five phases: stabil-
isation of the crownhole and initial underground investigation, including risk
assessment; survey of the dugout and mapping of artefacts; removal and record-
ing of dugout timbers and artefacts; remediation of the dugout complex under-
mining the house; and archival and historical contexturalisation.

Initial investigation

The initial investigation involved stabilisation of the crownhole. A timber
shaft was sunk to create a safe working environment. It was 1.5 m square
with supporting timbers or sets, and at 1.5 m depth, a timber decking work-
ing stage was created as a base for lifting and lowering equipment.

Preliminary examinations showed that the ca. 1 m diameter crownhole had
been caused by a failure in the timber roof of the main gallery, directly adja-
cent to the farm building. The newly-exposed gallery was completely filled
with ground water, and had to be pumped, draining the dugout to a useable
level within 10 hours. Further investigation demonstrated that the supporting
wall timbers near the failure were sound, as were roof timbers elsewhere in
the structure. However, the failed timbers did show signs of degradation. It
was postulated that failure might have occurred due to liquid leakage from
a brick-built underground manure pit directly adjacent to the crownhole.
Reported failures in other parts of the farm demonstrated the need for care
during the survey. Evidence of at least three separate earlier surface failures
was consistent with the history of crownhole development over the last decade,
but it was later found that these corresponded with the locations of entrances
as opposed to structural failures associated with roof collapse. When the ini-
tial gallery had been fully accessed, pumped out, and the original fall of earth
cleared, additional propping, using longitudinal timber baulks on floor and
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ceiling supported by specially modified Acrow props situated at 1.75 m cen-
tres, provided adequate support for the otherwise sound roof timbers.

Survey and mapping

The documentation phase included survey of the structure, systematic film
and still photography, and drawing and listing of the in situ artefacts and tim-
ber architecture of the dugout system. Particular emphasis was paid to the
construction techniques used by the military engineers as these would pro-
vide clues to provenance. By the time the British had reached this location
in October 1917, they were building dugouts to recognised dimensions and
designs, and with standardised pre-formed timber components; careful exam-
ination of timber elements would provide strong evidence of its origins. The
dugout was mapped using compass bearings and measurement underground,
and a systematic photographic record was made of the construction and
enclosed artefacts as the examination progressed. However, detailed mapping
and location of artefacts was not possible given the limited time frame for
the investigation, governed by the need for remedial action to secure the farm
buildings at surface. Recording of the structural timbers and general fabric
was prioritised, while artefacts were inventorised and recorded by photogra-
phy. Attention was given to the nature and arrangement of the supporting
timbers in the galleries, entrances and smaller rooms, together with the arrange-
ment of bunking and the storage of equipment. The resulting plan is illus-
trated in Figure 3, and section of the long gallery in Figure 4.

The dugout was shown to conform to a basic ‘T’-shape, with the main
gallery trending north-west/south-east (effectively paralleling the present road-
way in front of the farm), running from beneath the present farm building
to the northwest; the subsidiary gallery runs at right angles to the main one
at its north-western end (Fig. 3). The dugout had between 1.2–2.0 m of head
cover, varying according to slight variations in slope, with an average total
depth, including the gallery, of 4 m (Fig. 4). It is thought that there had been
three entrances. Two of the entrances, comprising stepped inclines, gave access
into the subsidiary gallery at its both ends, and these entrances identified with
earlier ground failures in 1991 and 1992. The third entrance was suspected
to be directly beneath the present-day farmhouse, adjacent to the sump. An
established practice was to build a sump near the foot of the first entrance
to be constructed; the rest of the dugout would then be built on a slight
incline to cause any ingress of water to flow naturally towards the sump.
Larger dugouts would have several sumps. Close investigation of the section
of dugout beneath the farmhouse was considered unwise as it may have pro-
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Fig. 3. Plan of the Beecham Dugout, dimensions shown. Section A-A1 is given in Figure 2.
Plan by Johan Vandewalle

Fig. 4. Section of Beecham Dugout, line of section shown in Figure 3. section by 
Johan Vandewalle
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moted further failure of surface structures, and as such, no definitive proof
of a third entrance was found.

No steelwork had been used in the construction. Previous excavations have
suggested that the quality of preservation of ferrous artefacts seems to improve
with the increasing depth of the dugout; in Beecham it was noticeable that
the nails holding bunks and duckboards together were in a poor state. This
may have been due to the long term leakage of excrement from the cess pit
identified in this study. The galleries were close-timbered throughout, with
most planks being roughly 22 cm wide by 7.5 cm thick. Bunks provided
accommodation for 66 men and three officers (Plate 1). The average height
of the galleries was 1.8 m, and the timber used was all softwood. The main
structural timbers (floor, walls and roof ) were found to be slightly irregular
in dimensions except for length, i.e. plank widths and thicknesses varied. There
was only one sump, 0.75 m deeper than the base of the dugout, which pro-
vided the means to pump out accumulated water during use, and evidently
adequate for this size of dugout. Duckboards, with non-slip protection con-
sisting of a single strand of heavy plain wire stapled across the treads, were
found covering the floor of the complete construction. This was a clue to
provenance—the British produced rolls of special width chicken wire for this
purpose called ‘trench mat wire’. The duckboards themselves were irregularly
made, suggesting that they had been constructed specifically for the dugout
from whatever timber was available. Stepped, inclined entrances, gallery junc-
tions and doorways were equipped with inclined timber frames for gas blan-
kets. Still evident were remnants of the blankets that would be rolled down
the frames in case of gas attack, separating the dugout into several separate
spaces.

The main gallery was fitted with three-tiered bunks on each side comprising
timber frames and chicken-wire bed supports (Plate 1). The gallery contained
42 separate bunks, the remainder of the space being for the storage of mate-
rials and weaponry. The south-eastern end of the gallery terminated in a
small room, again bunked with accommodation space for three men, proba-
bly non-commissioned officers, and this was adjacent to the postulated third
entrance. The transverse gallery was found to contain three-tier bunking for 21
men in its north-eastern arm, together with a small area for storage (Fig. 3).
The south-western arm was not bunked, but instead provided a route to and
past what may be considered to be officers’ quarters, situated in a smaller
room (Plate 2). This room was found to contain a two-tier bunk and a simple
bed constructed in the same manner as the bunks. The officers’ room was
roofed with an additional layer of corrugated steel to provide for drainage of
percolating waters from above. There was also a small table in this room; on
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Plate 1. Main gallery drained, showing the bunks. Photo: Johan Vandewalle
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cleaning the duckboards and the floor beneath the table, extensive evidence
of what looked like ink stains was found.

The dugout was not electrically lit, as there was ample evidence of candle
light from the in situ stumps, but no electrical wiring other than small-gauge
telephone wire. However, also present was what appeared to be a small elec-
tric lamp constructed from a artillery shell nose cap protector and empty .303
cartridge case, possibly handmade; a rare example of ‘trench art’ recovered
in situ (Saunders 2003: 40).

Geotechnical context

Beecham Dugout is a mined dugout rather than a cut-and-cover construc-
tion, although its cover of in situ ground is relatively thin (Doyle et al. 2001).
In essence, the dugout was excavated in a relatively uniform grey-green silty-
sand level in sandy levels of the Paniselian Clay (Fig. 2). A stratum of bro-
ken masonry was identified at 0.25 m, below a surface of made-ground
consisting of mixed sands and debris; it is likely that this represents the debris
of the original farm, rather than a military derived, shell bursting course.
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Plate 2. Postulated Officers’ Room (see Fig. 3). Photo: Johan Vandewalle
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According to records in the National Archives, although an extensive pro-
gramme of borings was carried out by the Australians for the British Army,6

none were sunk close to Beecham Farm.7 The boreholes were intended to
indicate whether the locality was suitable (red) or unsuitable (blue) for dugouts
on the British army maps. In essence, the preserved records demonstrate that
bores sunk higher than 40 m elevation were more likely to encounter un-
favourable levels within the ‘Paniselian’, while bores below 30 m elevation
generally encountered equally unfavourably thick alluvium (Fig. 2).

Beecham is located on the flank of a spur preserving a thin silty-sand unit
above the Ypres Sands and beneath the Paniselian ‘Kemmel Sands’.8 The
Ypres Sands and ‘Kemmel Sands are both water bearing, and therefore rel-
atively dry geology was provided only by the thin covering of the Paniselian
silty-sand layer. This could explain the extremely shallow depths of this dugout,
avoiding the water-bearing sands beneath, and would explain the closeness of
the water-table fluctuations.

Artefacts, dugout removal, preservation and recording

Numerous artefacts indicated British occupancy; these are listed in Table 2.
It is known that British forces occupied this ground between October 1917
and April 1918, and then from October 1918 until the Armistice. Larger arte-
facts were examined in situ on bunks, where they had remained, presumably,
since the cessation of hostilities. There was no evidence of post-war entry of
the dug out, as the timbers and fabric were undisturbed. Post-war scaveng-
ing of larger dug out systems for re-usable materials, particularly wood (Barton
et al. 2004: 270). As noted above, artefacts were inventorised and photographed,
although time did not permit detailed mapping of distributions. The artefacts
recovered are listed in Table 2.
The majority of these artefacts correspond to those carried and used by British
artillery personnel, and these include personal equipment (e.g. artillery pattern
high boots, 1903 pattern ammunition bandolier with artillery markings, mess
kit and water bottle cradles), and artillery ammunition (e.g. British 18 pounder
shell cases, and fuse protection covers, and a primer key for the British 13
and 18 pounder shells) (Plate 3). However, other items were standard or spe-
cial issue to all arms (e.g. Small Box Respirator, ground sheet cape, leather

6 Hills, L. Ibid. [1917]. National Archives, Kew, WO 158/133.
7 ‘Records of trial bores on the Western Front’ [1917] Ibid.
8 Zonnebeke, 1:10,000, Sheet 28 NE1 (Geological). Ibid. NA WO297/2470.
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Table 2. Recovered artefacts

Items Comments

Tools
– pickaxe (x1) Standard British tools
– shovels (x3) Standard British tools
– sledge hammers (x2) Standard British tools
– wood chisel and file (x1)

Personal equipment
– German 7.92 mm calibre round (Mauser) (x1) Possible evidence of earlier German occupancy
– British Mark VII .303 inch calibre rounds Standard British issue 

(Lee Enfield) (x60)
– leather 50-round 1903 pattern bandolier Standard British issue 50 round bandolier used by, 

marked ‘C [Battery] 156 R[oyal] F[ield] mounted, non-cavalry, troops, e.g., field artillery 
A[rtillery]’ (x1) 

– mounted pattern round mess tins (x2) Used by all mounted troops (including artillery)
– water bottles with mounted pattern cradles (x2) Used by all mounted troops (including artillery)
– empty ampoule of tincture of iodine (x1) Issued with personal field dressing
– Small Box Respirators (x4) First issued 1917
– buckles of differing types, 1908 web 1908 equipment standard to non-mounted troops; 

equipment (x15) some items (e.g., haversack) issued with 1903 
equipment used by mounted troops.

Personal items
– pipes (x3) Of typical British appearance
– several spoons and forks marked ‘POTTER Standard British issue 

SHEFFIELD and WALKER and HALL 
SHEFFIELD’

– shaving brush (x1) marked ‘WILLIAMS 
SHAVING STICK—PAT’D IN USA 
NOV 19 1907—GLASTONBURY—CONN 
USA’

– clasp knife (x1) Standard British issue
– brass wallet lock (x1)
– medicine bottle half-full with a strong smelling 

product (x1)
– empty sewing thread reel (x1) From housewife (‘hussif ’), standard issue sewing kit
– pocket watch with a silver chain (x1)

Uniform items
– Canadian Service Dress uniform buttons Possible evidence of Canadian occupancy 

(x2, large and small)
– puttees (x2 pairs) Standard British issue
– leather jerkin (x1) Standard British issue, held in Quartermaster stores 

(cold weather protection)
– mounted pattern short greatcoats (x2) Standard British issue for mounted troops 

(including field artillery)
– ground sheet cape (x1) Standard British issue (wet-weather protection)
– officer’s leather glove (x1) 
– knitted scarf Standard British issue
– fingerless knitted gloves (x1 pair) Standard British issue
– several socks high artillery boots with laces 

(x3 pairs) Standard British issue for mounted artillery
– British army boots (standard pattern) (x1 pair) Standard British issue
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jerkin, clasp knife, .303 calibre ammunition). In common with other dugouts
explored previously by the team, many of the artefacts were clothing and
blankets, the condition of which was good due to the permanently saturated,
lightless environment. Typical clothing items included rolled puttees, a short,
‘mounted pattern’ other ranks greatcoat (with General Service buttons; Plate 4),
and a scarf. Again, all were of British origin. Small artefacts were recovered
using hoses and sieves from the dugout floor during deconstruction. These
mainly consisted of British (and Canadian) General Service buttons, and buck-
les from 1908 pattern web equipment (Table 2). The only evidence of German
occupancy came from a single 7.92 mm calibre rifle round.

– rubber waders, marked ‘THE NORTH 
BRITISH RUBBER CO LTD EDINBURGH’ 
(x4 pairs) Standard British issue, held in Quartermaster 

stores

Other equipment
– tool marked ‘KEY N° 27 PRIMER 13 and 

18 P[ounde]R’ (x1) Used for priming shells, evidence of artillery 
occupation

– brass 18-pounder cases marked 1916 (x1) and 
1917 (x2) Standard British field gun calibre

– protective caps for 18 pounder shell fuses, 
dated 1917 (x2) Used in transport of shells

– protective cap for 18 pounder shell fuses, 
dated 1917, modified as lamp (x1) ‘Trench art’

– numerous candle-stumps Evidence of lighting system

Miscellaneous items
– British newspaper fragment (0.05 x 0.12 m) 

dating from 19 January, 1918 (x1) Evidence of late British occupancy
– 2.5 lt rum jar marked ‘SRD’ (x1) Standard British issue
– duckboard table (0.70 m high x 0.85 m 

x 0.45 m) with two clear ink spots (x1) From postulated officers’ room
– pickle bottle marked ‘BAIRD’S PICKLES 

GLASGOW’ (x1)
– several bottles 
– zinc torch batteries (x2) 
– petrol tin covers (x2)
– petrol can (x1) Probably reused as water container
– bicycle pump (x1) Possible civilian origin
– blankets (x2, many others could not be 

recovered) 

Table 2. (cont.)

Items Comments

References: Bull (1998); Chappell (1980, 2000), War Office (1913, 1914)
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Timbers were systematically numbered using numbered lead tags to facili-
tate eventual reconstruction. All artefacts were recorded relative to their orig-
inal position and removed to storage. The first stage of deconstruction began
with the removal of the bunks. The resulting void was cleaned out with pres-
sure hoses; the large amount of mud was lifted out in buckets and was sieved.
Removal of the dugout proper was completed using a tracked earthmover
with extendable arm with a 2 m wide draining bucket. The excavation was
carried out with the digger sloping and stepping the earth walls for safety,
leaving no over-steepened and unsupported slopes. The roof of the dugout
was first exposed (Plate 5), relieving the pressure, and the roof timbers removed.
Horizontal Acrows were then located in appropriate places to prevent inward
collapse of the gallery walls, which were now unsupported by the roof tim-
bers and spreaders. The vertical gallery timbers were then removed system-
atically, working back towards the farm. This was possible as mined dugouts
were built from ‘sets’ or frames consisting of four pre-cut timber elements
that were placed in position to form a box as the tunnel was extended. They
were not nailed, screwed or bolted together but held by ‘spreaders’.
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Plate 3. Recovered artefacts: mounted pattern mess tins, fuze-cap protectors, fuze key, high
boots, 18-pounder shell case, 50-round bandolier. Photo: Johan Vandewalle
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Archives and historical context

Despite being a ‘mined’ construction, Beecham cannot be described as a
deep dugout in the accepted use of the term. Given the vulnerability due to
its shallowness, and the concentration of artillery bombardment in its local-
ity over prolonged periods in late 1917 and early 1918, it is surprising that
the dugout survived in the state in which it was found in 1999. It is possi-
ble—indeed likely—that the structure had been damaged during the battles

Plate 4. Recovered artefact: mounted pattern greatcoat. Photo: Johan Vandewalle
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of Ypres and later repaired by occupying troops. An archived British VIII
Corps map dated 27 January 1918, and showing serviceable enemy surface
and sub-surface structures, clearly marks Beecham as a dugout, as opposed
to the surface structures which had been marked pb—pillboxes.9 No British
constructions, of which there were a great many under construction at this
time, are marked. This, combined with the unusually shallow depth (2 m
average), suggests that the dugout was originally German, dating from pre-
1917.

The shallow depth of head cover (Figs, 2, 4), suggests that the dugout may
date from 1916 or even earlier. From mid-April 1915 until August 1917
Beecham lay over three miles behind the front line in what was then a very
quiet sector. Contemporary German manuals suggest that about 4 m of ‘earth’
(making no distinction as to soil type) was then considered shell proof:10

Beecham had only 2 m. In 1917 and 1918, when British engineers were con-
structing large numbers of dugouts in newly captured territory in this region,
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9 Peter Chasseaud, pers. comm. Map in National Archives, Kew.
10 German manual Stellungsbau, dated June 1916, Royal Engineers Library, Chatham.

Plate 5. Exposed roof of the main gallery. Photo: Johan Vandewalle
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around 10 m (30 ft) of head cover was recommended as a minimum (Table 1).
Beecham is only the third German dugout that is known to have been

entered, and is certainly the first to have been comprehensively examined
archivally and archaeologically. The other two examples were of a different
nature, one being a deep (9 m) dugout in the north of the Salient at Bixschote,
the other in Ravine Wood near Hollebeke, which was constructed within and
below an embankment and had been radically altered and extended by the
British engineers. As for ascertaining the type of the construction and whether
it fits a particular pattern, the maximum number of 66 other ranks and NCOs
plus four officers that could be housed at Beecham suggests that the dugout
would not have built for infantry use; the accommodation would have been
too limited. It would have been simple to extend the structure (at this depth
of head cover) to hold a Company—about 250 men, but this was not done.
However, it is known that until September 1917, the German forces had an
artillery battery on the low ridge (‘Abraham Heights’ on British trench maps),
which lies immediately to the north. The available accommodation at Beecham
corresponds with the strength of a field artillery unit. After October 1917,
British field artillery used the same battery position; they also used Beecham
dugout as the recovered artefacts demonstrate, and in particular the bandolier
stamped ‘156 Royal Field Artillery’ (Table 2). Unfortunately, the unit records
offer no further information, but research continues.

As a postscript, the recovered artefacts and part of the structure can cur-
rently be seen reconstructed within the Ijzer Tower at Dixmuide, forming
part of a larger exhibit of the underground war in Flanders that will run until
at least 2008.
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